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Lindab’s building components in sheet metal are quality products 

designed, developed and produced in Sweden. Each product has 

been developed by engineers with industry-leading knowledge 

of design and product development, and holds comprehensive 

building-technical innovation value.



Click your way to  
a perfect roof

Do you dream of a roof suitable for a turn of the century villa, 

cottage in the woods or functional new home you're thinking of 

building? Or maybe you need a durable roof for that rental prop-

erty you're planning on renovating?

The inspiration for Lindab SRP 25N is taken from the traditional 

standing seam roof. You simply click the profiles together with no 

need for special tools. You soon have an elegant, timeless roof, 

reminiscent of solid craftsmanship.

Choose from several classic and modern colours. No matter what 

building you put the seam profiles on, you get a beautiful, durable 

and easy-care roof that looks attractive for many years to come.

Lindab SRP25N in brief

• flat, elegant and strong

• suitable for both older and newer houses

• easy to install

• comes with all the accessories you need

• high quality and finish with minimal maintenance

• compatible product with LindabSolarRoof™
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Easily installed profiles which  
are suitable for most roofs

With Lindab SRP 25N, you get a roof that looks like a classic 

seam roof. You do not need any special abilities; it takes little 

time to install the roof profiles. Lindab SRP 25N is recommended 

down to a 12° pitched roof, will fit most types of roof and is par-

ticularly suitable for roofs with few obstacles . 

Nooks and crannies are not a problem

Do you have a roof where you have to take dormer windows and 

gutters into consideration? Since Lindab SRP 25N is easy to 

install, if you are a fairly practical person you can do most of the 

work yourself. Working around obstacles does require a little more 

of the person doing the job, as you'd expect.

Would you like to learn more about how to install Lindab’s seam 

profiles? Then contact your nearest Lindab stockist.
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Accessories for 
almost every need

Lindab SolarRoof 

Complete package solution for 

those who want a durable and 

aesthetically pleasing roof with 

integrated solar cells, invert-

ers and optimizers. Even after 

two years, the solar panels are 

carbon dioxide neutral.

Roof drainage

With Lindab Rainline you get 

a roof drainage system as 

durable as your new roof. 

Complete solutions in the 

colours and sizes you need.

Strong coatings in various in 
several different colours

Lindab SRP25N is available in several 

different colours in the market’s most tried 

and tested coating system. HB Polyester 

is a durable coating that has high colour 

resistance, good corrosion protection and 

resists scratches well. The coating system 

is ideal for harsh environments.
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Roof safety

The Lindab roof safety system 

gives you individual solutions and 

components that provide the 

best protection. The many differ-

ent shades allow you to create a 

stylish overall impression.

Fasteners

Our fasteners are available 

in matching colours and are 

stainless steel for maximum 

durability.

Discharge hoods

We have discharge hoods 

for different chimney sizes.

Flashings

We have a wide selection 

of flashings to give your 

roof the perfect finish.
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At Lindab, good thinking is a philosophy that 

guides us in everything we do. We have made it our 

mission to create a healthy indoor climate – and 

to simplify the construction of sustainable build-

ings. We do that by designing innovative prod-

ucts and solutions that are easy to use, as well as 

offering efficient availability and logistics. We are 

also working on ways to reduce our impact on 

our environment and climate. We do that by de-

veloping methods to produce our solutions using 

a minimum of energy and natural resources, and 

by reducing negative effects on the environment.  

We use steel in our products. It’s one of few ma-

terials that can be recycled an infinite number of 

times without losing any of its properties. That 

means less carbon emissions in nature and less 

energy wasted. 

We simplify construction
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